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and a derail at the clearance point, ei-
ther pipe-connected to the switch or 
independently locked, electrically. 
Electric locks installed under this rule 
must conform to the time and ap-
proach locking requirements of Rule 
314 (without reference to the 20-mile 
exceptions), and those of either Rule 
760 or Rule 768, as may be appropriate. 

§ 236.302 Track circuits and route 
locking. 

Track circuits and route locking 
shall be provided and shall be effective 
when the first pair of wheels of a loco-
motive or a car passes a point not more 
than 13 feet in advance of the signal 
governing its movement, measured 
from the center of the mast, or if there 
is no mast, from the center of the sig-
nal. 

[49 FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984] 

§ 236.303 Control circuits for signals, 
selection through circuit controller 
operated by switch points or by 
switch locking mechanism. 

The control circuit for each aspect 
with indication more favorable than 
‘‘proceed at restricted speed’’ of power 
operated signal governing movements 
over switches, movable-point frogs and 
derails shall be selected through cir-
cuit controller operated directly by 
switch points or by switch locking 
mechanism, or through relay con-
trolled by such circuit controller, for 
each switch, movable-point frog, and 
derail in the routes governed by such 
signal. Circuits shall be arranged so 
that such signal can display an aspect 
more favorable than ‘‘proceed at re-
stricted speed,’’ only when each switch, 
movable-point frog, and derail in the 
route is in proper position. 

§ 236.304 Mechanical locking or same 
protection effected by circuits. 

Mechanical locking, or the same pro-
tection effected by means of circuits, 
shall be provided. 

§ 236.305 Approach or time locking. 

Approach or time locking shall be 
provided in connection with signals 
displaying aspects with indications 
more favorable than ‘‘proceed at re-
stricted speed.’’ 

§ 236.306 Facing point lock or switch- 
and-lock movement. 

Facing point lock or switch-and-lock 
movement shall be provided for me-
chanically operated switch, movable- 
point frog, or split-point derail. 

§ 236.307 Indication locking. 

Indication locking shall be provided 
for operative approach signals of the 
semaphore type, power-operated home 
signals, power-operated switches, mov-
able-point frogs and derails, and for all 
approach signals except light signals, 
all aspects of which are controlled by 
polar or coded track circuits or line 
circuits so arranged that a single fault 
will not permit a more favorable aspect 
than intented to be displayed. 

[49 FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984] 

§ 236.308 Mechanical or electric lock-
ing or electric circuits; requisites. 

Mechanical or electric locking or 
electric circuits shall be installed to 
prevent signals from displaying aspects 
which permit conflicting movements 
except that opposing signals may dis-
play an aspect indicating proceed at re-
stricted speed at the same time on a 
track used for switching movements 
only, by one train at a time. Manual 
interlocking in service as of the date of 
this part at which opposing signals on 
the same track are permitted simulta-
neously to display aspects authorizing 
conflicting movements when inter-
locking is unattended, may be contin-
ued, provided that simultaneous train 
movements in opposite directions on 
the same track between stations on ei-
ther side of the interlocking are not 
permitted. 

NOTE: Relief from the requirement of this 
section will be granted upon an adequate 
showing by an individual carrier to allow op-
posing signals on the same track simulta-
neously to display aspects to proceed 
through an interlocking which is unat-
tended, provided that train movements in 
opposite directions on the same track be-
tween stations on either site of the inter-
locking are not permitted at the same time. 

§ 236.309 Loss of shunt protection; 
where required. 

(a) A loss of shunt of 5 seconds or less 
shall not permit an established route 
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to be changed at an automatic inter-
locking. 

(b) A loss of shunt of 5 seconds or less 
shall not permit the release of the 
route locking circuit of each power-op-
erated switch hereafter installed. 

[49 FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984] 

§ 236.310 Signal governing approach to 
home signal. 

A signal shall be provided on main 
track to govern the approach with the 
current of traffic to any home signal 
except where the home signal is the 
first signal encountered when leaving 
yards or stations and authorized speed 
approaching such signal is not higher 
than slow speed. When authorized 
speed between home signals on route 
governed is 20 miles per hour or less, an 
inoperative signal displaying an aspect 
indicating ‘‘approach next signal pre-
pared to stop’’ may be used to govern 
the approach to the home signal. 

§ 236.311 Signal control circuits, selec-
tion through track relays or devices 
functioning as track relays and 
through signal mechanism contacts 
and time releases at automatic 
interlocking. 

(a) The control circuits for aspects 
with indications more favorable than 
‘‘proceed at restricted speed’’ shall be 
selected through track relays, or 
through devices that function as track 
relays, for all track circuits in the 
route governed. 

(b) At automatic interlocking, signal 
control circuits shall be selected (1) 
through track relays, or devices that 
function as track relays, for all track 
circuits in the route governed and in 
all conflicting routes within the inter-
locking; (2) through signal mechanism 
contacts or relay contacts closed when 
signals for such conflicting routes dis-
play ‘‘stop’’ aspects; and (3) through 
normal contacts of time releases, time 
element relays, or timing devices for 
such conflicting routes, or contacts of 
relays repeating the normal position or 
normal state of such time releases, 
time element relays, or timing devices. 

[49 FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984] 

§ 236.312 Movable bridge, interlocking 
of signal appliances with bridge de-
vices. 

When movable bridge is protected by 
interlocking the signal appliances shall 
be so interlocked with bridge devices 
that before a signal governing move-
ments over the bridge can display an 
aspect to proceed the bridge must be 
locked and the track alined, with the 
bridge locking members within one 
inch of their proper positions and with 
the track rail on the movable span 
within three-eighths inch of correct 
surface and alinement with rail seating 
device on bridge abutment or fixed 
span. Emergency bypass switches and 
devices shall be locked or sealed. 

[33 FR 19684, Dec. 25, 1968, as amended at 49 
FR 3385, Jan. 26, 1984] 

§ 236.313 [Reserved] 

§ 236.314 Electric lock for hand-oper-
ated switch or derail. 

Electric lock shall be provided for 
each hand-operated switch or derail 
within interlocking limits, except 
where train movements are made at 
not exceeding 20 miles per hour. At 
manually operated interlocking it 
shall be controlled by operator of the 
machine and shall be unlocked only 
after signals governing movements 
over such switch or derail display as-
pects indicating stop. Approach or time 
locking shall be provided. 

RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS 

§ 236.326 Mechanical locking removed 
or disarranged; requirement for 
permitting train movements 
through interlocking. 

When mechanical locking of inter-
locking machine is being changed or is 
removed from the machine, or locking 
becomes disarranged or broken, unless 
protection equivalent to mechanical 
locking is provided by electric locking 
or electric circuits, train movements 
through the interlocking shall not be 
permitted until each switch, movable- 
point frog or derail in the route is 
spiked, clamped or blocked in proper 
position so that it cannot be moved by 
its controlling lever, and then train 
movements shall not exceed restricted 
speed until the interlocking is restored 
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